How often are course enrollments updated in Canvas from Banner?

Tell Me

Banner to Canvas enrollments and updates are run at various times. This means that when changes are made to Banner, i.e. course section change, course registration change, etc., changes will not be reflected immediately in Canvas. The below information shows when the updated information is sent to Canvas from Banner.

1. Banner course creation & updates are performed daily at 5:15 AM
2. Instructor updates are performed daily at 5:15 AM
3. Student enrollments are performed four times daily at the start of the semester: 5:15 AM, 10:15 AM, 3:15 PM, and 10:15 PM
   a. After the drop-add period, student enrollments are performed once daily at 5:15 AM

⚠️ Please be advised that updates could take upwards of 45 minutes to complete
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